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NEW QUESTION: 1
A corporate environment includes Exchange Server 2010. The
Exchange Server environment includes one Mailbox server, one
Client Access server, and one Hub Transport server. One Edge
Transport server resides in the perimeter network.
You are designing a disaster recovery solution for the Edge
Transport server. The solution must provide the ability to
perform the following tasks:
-Restore the Edge Transport server configuration.
-Restore log files and transport queue databases.
-Backup and restore only the minimum amount of data.
You need to recommend a solution that meets the requirements.
What should you recommend?
A. Perform a full backup of the Edge Transport server by using
Windows Server Backup.
B. Export the Edge Transport server configuration by using the
ExportEdgeConfig.ps1 script. Perform a system state backup of
the Edge Transport server and back up the exported server

configuration.
C. Perform a system state backup of the Edge Transport server
and an export of the Edge Subscription file server by using
Windows Server Backup.
D. Export the Edge Transport server configuration by using the
ExportEdgeConfig.ps1 script. Perform a system state backup of a
domain controller and back up the exported server
configuration.
Answer: A
Explanation:
You can't use Setup /m:RecoverServer to recover an Edge
Transport server.
Exchange 2010 Edge Transport Server Backup and Recovery
What Needs to be Backed Up on Edge Transport Servers
To plan for backup and recovery of the Edge Transport server
you first need to understand where the server stores its
configuration and data.
Active Directory Lightweight Directory Service - each Edge
Transport server runs its own instance of AD LDS, which is used
to store a subset of information about recipients in the
Exchange organization, as well as information about the
connectors that are established between the Edge Transport
server and the Hub Transport servers for mail flow. The AD LDS
database and log files are stored on the file system of the
server.
Edge Configuration - the Edge Transport server configuration
can be exported to an XML file for cloning between servers and
for recovery purposes. The Edge configuration file is stored on
the file system of the server. This does not include the Edge
Subscription information that connects the Edge Transport
server to Hub Transport servers.
System State - the system state contains information such as
service startup and dependency settings in the registry, which
is important if any settings have been modified from the
defaults. The System State is also important if extra third
party applications or agents have been installed on the Edge
Transport server, local security policies have been applied,
administrative accounts or groups created or modified, and a
range of other items that may be important in a recovery.
Other Files - other files such as transport queue databases and
log files are also stored on the file system.
Backing up Everything
A full system backup of the server encompasses all of the
required information for a recovery, however this takes longer
to backup and consumes the most backup storage.
This makes it impractical if frequent backups are required
throughout the day, for example in a high volume email
environment the transport queue databases might be backed up
every 5 minutes to reduce the risk of losing in-transit emails
if the server crashed.
Backing up the Minimum
A backup of just the Edge Transport configuration is the most
efficient in terms of time frames and storage space, and can be

run only when a configuration change has been made.
However the recovery time may be longer because a new host
would need to be provisioned from scratch to import the config.
There may also be more manual intervention required because
importing the configuration to a new server still requires the
Edge Subscription to be set up again. In addition, this backup
strategy does not protect the transport queue databases, log
files, or any third party applications and agents installed on
the server.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three options are methods of load-balancing data in an
ASA cluster environment? (Choose three.)
A. ECMP
B. floating static routes
C. spanned EtherChannel
D. HSRP
E. PBR
F. distance-vector routing
Answer: A,C,E
Explanation:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/asa/asa90/configu
ration/guide/asa_90_cli_co nfig/ha_cluster.html
Redundant Interface (PBR or ECMP) Spanned EtherChannel With
Backup Links

NEW QUESTION: 3
A Solutions Architect is designing a new application that needs
to access data in a different AWS account located within the
same region. The data must not be accessed over the Internet.
Which solution will meet these requirements with the LOWEST
cost?
A. Establish a VPC Peering connection between accounts.
B. Add rules to the security groups in each account.
C. Configure Direct Connect in each account.
D. Add a NAT Gateway to the data account.
Answer: A
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